Your Magical Soul : How Science
and Psychic Phenomena Paint a
New Picture of the Self and Reality
Jeffrey A Marks

A left‐brained analytical medium and paranormal researcher takes a tour through his right‐brained psychic experiences in combination
with an examination of the findings of scientists in the fields of quantum physics and consciousness research to create a new
understanding of a very old topic: the Soul. Casting aside outdated belief systems and bypassing the philosophers, Jeffrey Marks
consolidates his research into a modern‐day experiential portrait of each individual that will expand the consciousness of the reader. What
are you capable of when tapping into your Soul s abilities? How do you organize individual and global reality and how can you change it?
What is waiting at the final moment of life s breath? It is time to re‐evaluate a subject that has been kept locked in the realm of religious
ideologies and doctrines. From experiences and scientific studies recorded in the modern world, you will realize that you can discard blind
faith and experience life with the conviction that you have been, and always will be, a Magical Soul. Jeffrey A. Marks is a psychic medium,
paranormal investigator, and a dynamic educator and speaker on spiritual potential. He is the author of THE AFTERLIFE INTERVIEWS ﴾Vols. I
& II﴿, the definitive guide that describes what life is really like on the Other Side. Jeffrey is a compassionate voice for the spirits, and as
medium is known for his humble authenticity, by sitters and spirits alike. This is his first book, and the winner of the 2012 Nautilus Silver
Book Award in Science & Cosmology, and silver finalist of the 2012 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Book Award in Body, Mind & Spirit.
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